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Letter from the Editor
By Barbara Anne Kozee

In this issue of New Horizons, we asked graduate students to respond to the questions: Whose Voice? Whose
Church? In October 2021, Pope Francis opened a synodal process that aims to listen to the voices of all of the
faithful. Indeed, listening and discernment are key to Francis’ understandings of church and ecclesiology. As
we journey as pilgrims together, our journal invites us to consider the voices of the periphery of our church as
important places to begin the process of listening as a synodal church, always guided by the presence of the
Spirit.
Thomas Mazzocco, OSB Cam. begins with a homiletic reflection that provides the scriptural image of living
stones as a metaphor for how we might imagine the synodal church. Mazzocco begins by asking, “Who is the
Church?” He responds that we, the people of God, are church, living stones, as we participate in shaping
tradition. He highlights that living in this type of spiritual home, in mutuality and relationship, can in many
ways be countercultural. And ultimately, this call to horizontal participation and baptismal understandings of
priesthood helps us embrace and realize synodality. Alexandra Bishop reflects on deeply personal questions
regarding the possibility of claiming both feminist and Catholic identities. She engages ecclesiological and
liturgical concerns for Catholic women, from questions around women’s ordination to naming God in prayer
and sacrament. Bishop argues that Catholic feminists must constantly ask, “What is God calling us to change,
and what do we do until we get the change we need?” She says that holding tension is what it means to be
religious. Bishop turns to Catholic Social Teaching and contemporary feminist theologians to respond to her
questions. As we consider voices of the marginalized in the church and where synodality might illuminate sites
of change and conversion, Bishop points us in helpful directions. George Ike, SJ, moving from his own
personal and pastoral experiences, complicates religious identity in Africa through the use of African
scholarship on cultural anthropology of religion, positing that inculturation is the solution for the African
Church. Ike shows that while many Africans identify nominally as Christian, they still make use of political,
economic, and social values that emerge from African traditional religions. Ike shows crossovers between the
scholarship of African anthropologists and Catholic Social Teaching around inculturation as the enduring
solution, emphasizing mutuality in cultural exchange and the importance of language preservation. As we
consider how to dialogue together in the global synodal church, I believe that Ike brings an important cultural
lens. He highlights the troubling history of missionary approaches to evangelism and conversion and shows a
new way for us to consider what a church that takes cultural context seriously might look like. Finally, Annie
Hayes provides an audio recording titled, “Teach Us to Pray: The Our Father in Two Voices.” In her prayer,
we hear the Our Father as we know it traditionally, and we also hear Hayes’ own words of interpretation
accompanying each line. She creatively shows us what it means to be a Catholic feminist who values and
honors tradition while maintaining the possibility for inclusive language, new images of God, and a church of
the living. As our journal aims to model synodality by being open source and academic as well as pastoral, I
am thrilled to be able to include Hayes’ contribution and invite readers to sit with it in prayer and
contemplation.
I hope that this issue clarifies where, how, and to whom we might consider listening in the coming months as
we collectively work to define what we mean by synodal church. If synodality, defined by the International
Theological Commission, is “the action of the Spirit in the communion of the Body of Christ and in the
missionary journey of the People of God," then our student contributions guide us along this journey and
represent hopeful images for bodily communion and spiritual action. I am thankful to each of them for their
creative and faithful participation in our journal and in the life of the church.
https://scholarcommons.scu.edu/newhorizons/vol6/iss1/1
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Like Living Stones
Thomas Mazzocco, OSB Cam.
Jesuit School of Theology of Santa Clara University (Berkeley, CA)
Pope Francis recently opened a global synodal process to reflect on synodality, a powerful
theme for the life and mission of our Church prompted by the communion of the body of Christ.
This homiletic reflection connects synodality to the image of living stones from 1 Peter to suggest
this as an appropriate image for the Christian community as we imagine and re-vision how we
understand church.
Pope Francis recently opened a global synodal process to reflect on synodality, a
powerful theme for the life and mission of our Church prompted by the communion of the body
of Christ. Here, the action of the Spirit is exercised throughout history: women and men of all
times share the mission of the people of God in the world.
But how do we understand Church? Who is the Church? The answer is crucial to
understanding our role and participation in the Church's mission today. In his first letter to
Christians living in Asia Minor, and to us today, Peter wrote: "You also, like living stones, are
being built into a spiritual house to be a holy priesthood, offering spiritual sacrifices acceptable
to God through Jesus Christ" (1 Peter 2:5). As we listen to this passage, I wonder how this might
resonate with us today. Can it help in our understanding of Church? We, the Church of God,
God's people, are co-creators of our spiritual house. I immediately recall the temple, "the house
of my Father," as Jesus defines it in John's Gospel, where the priests celebrated the sacrificial
cult. We are the living stones, a living part of this spiritual temple, prepared by God since the
beginning of time, constituted by Christ, and made manifest by the outpouring of the Spirit
blowing in the vicissitudes of time and history. The Spirit dwells today in the Church, in the
people of God, in our hearts, just as it did in the temple of Jesus' time.

1
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In our journey as living stones, Jesus Christ becomes the mediator. He prepares a place
for us and shows us the way. And indeed, it is not always a reassuring path: a path of prodigious
works and jubilant crowds but also a path of temptations, betrayals, and death. We experience
this troubled path in our everyday life and throughout history. However, the scandal of the cross
and the mystery of the resurrection represent the newness of Christ. As a stone rejected by
humans but chosen by and precious to God, Jesus shows us a way that is so distant from our
ways. Yet, as part of the same spiritual building, it is a way that allows us to live in right
relationship with ourselves, with others, with the Other.
The relational aspect of the Church appears powerfully here. A Church that is no longer
vertical but horizontal in dialogue with those close to us and with Christ, the mediator and
connector of living stones which are all different from each other but ordered to the same
purpose. Guided by the Spirit, we are called to work for the kingdom of God, fulfilling through
our hands the intimate nature and universal mission of the Church. We are active players in the
history of salvation. The work of our redemption is still happening through the Spirit who dwells
in us, as we dwell in this spiritual house, the Church. We nourish such a spiritual dwelling
through participation in worship liturgy. As living stones, we need this nourishment.
Sharing the sacred word and the Eucharistic table allows us to experience the Christian
mystery, grasping a deeper meaning of our faith. As we eat and drink, we become part of the
same mystical body of Christ, as living members of his Church. Such a body is made actual and
renewed through our participation in the Eucharist. Out of our weekly celebrations, we create
expressions of our sacred liturgy in our daily lives and manifest to the world the mystery of
Christ. We are called "to be a holy priesthood" and to become a sacramental sign of union with
God. As living stones, we testify to the unity of the whole human family as we become one

2
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spiritual house. We become part of God's salvation plan, and we reveal the one body of Christ.
Our synodal process witnesses to Christ in the world, with our divine and priestly incarnation as
living stones.
In our contemporary culture, we may at times feel homeless. I speak not of a material
structure but of a more essential and urgent existential home. The spiritual house that we are
called to embody can be countercultural. Every day, we build this holy place in the authentic
encounter with our neighbors, in the dialogue that prevents us from withdrawing into ourselves,
and in the experience that constitutes us as a diverse and genuinely universal, synodal, world
Church. At these local synodal gatherings occurring around the world, the Holy Spirit's work in
our community guides us toward this Church of authentic listening and encounter among a
discipleship of equals and universal communion of saints. As living stones, we are continually
invited to cooperate in building God's reign and to be active agents in realizing salvation.
So, how does Peter expect us to live as living stones? How do we build our spiritual
house and participate in the community of believers? As we have seen, the idea of synodality is
deeply rooted in our being Christians. At the origins of the Christian community, the Church
moved in a synodal way. Throughout our history, we have lost contact with this dimension of our
faith, but we are urged today to rediscover how to embody the experience of a synodal Church
or, in other words, how to be living stones.
As we read from Pope Francis, communication, participation, and mission are pillars of
synodality. Communication can only occur through authentic dialogue, a relationship based on
listening to our neighbors. As members of God's Church and of the body of Christ, we are
naturally in a relationship with one another. Also, as part of the same building, we participate,
each with their gifts, in the common project of being the light of the world, a house built on the

3
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rock. Every contribution is necessary for this process. Open to the challenges of this world, the
universal Church renewed by the synodal process will be able to incarnate her mission with new
enthusiasm. United in Christ, we will carry out the continuing work of salvation in our here and
now. This is where, as Church, we are called to journey together.
We are invited to be living stones, part of the world Church, the spiritual building of
which Christ is the cornerstone. Through the continuously renewed calling of the Spirit, we are
invited to make his way our way, his truth our truth, his life our life. Like living stones, we will
be able to inhabit that dwelling dreamed of by God in which Christ has prepared a place for us.

4
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Living in the Tension: On Being Feminist and Catholic
Alexandra Bishop
Jesuit School of Theology of Santa Clara University (Berkeley, CA)
Abstract
Feminism challenges the dominant form of Roman Catholicism today at both essential and
functional levels: What is the point of staying in a church whose good theology is never
practiced? This paper uses feminist analysis of ecclesiology, prayer, and sacramental theology
to argue that rather than leave, Catholic women and feminists must constantly ask, “What is
God calling us to change, and what do we do until we get the change we need?” When we live in
the tension, we remain faithful to our religious commitments and are able to enact practical
methods for inspiring social, cultural, and ecclesial transformation.
My Catholic experience before coming to the Jesuit School of Theology for my graduate
studies has been traditional and politically conservative—that I can even name it as that is a
product of my widened lens. In Berkeley, I bike to the grocery store with reusable totes, I recycle
fastidiously, and I cook mostly vegan meals because I care about future generations. My
economic opinions skew left, and my feminism is flourishing because I care about justice. Yet,
these generally good things have given me a more expansive awareness of injustice that is often
painful to bear. In this paper, I take up the very personal problem of feminism and my Catholic
faith. What I offer here is the most preliminary of notes for future sketches of liberated models of
church. I take hope in the already existing diversity of Catholicisms and hope to argue for using
our plurality to sustain our unity.
Feminism challenges the dominant form of Roman Catholicism today at both essential
and functional levels1: What is the point of staying in a church whose good theology is never
practiced? Or, put in a biblical remonstrance, "You foolish person, do you want evidence that

1

Essential challenges are ones that require the Church to reform some of its constitutive teachings, for example
about how it defines itself, the human person, or any of the sacraments. Functional challenges are problems that
require the Church to reform its actions—where the Church has good theory but bad practice.
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faith without deeds is useless?" (James 2:20).2 I believe that what the Church offers—
sacraments, the history of believers' encounters with God, direct institutional descent from
Jesus—makes it impossible to leave. Rather than leave, Catholic women and feminists must
constantly ask, “What is God calling us to change, and what do we do until we get the change we
need?” I recognize that this a tenuous position to hold but counter that holding tension is what it
means to be religious.
Ecclesiological Concerns: Gender, Priesthood, and Ordination
If the many women who feel a call to the priesthood are right in their discernment, then
the Church has been denying its members fulfillment of vocation and has much forgiveness to
ask from these women. Generally, the ecclesiological argument is that ordaining women betrays
tradition; the feminist hermeneutic of retrieval argues that it is, rather, the tradition that has
betrayed women. At the end of John Paul II's Ordinatio Sacerdotalis he writes, "I declare that the
Church has no authority whatsoever to confer priestly ordination on women and that this
judgment is to be definitively held by all the Church's faithful."3 Debates still ensue as to whether
he meant this infallibly or not, but here I focus on the substance of his claims. John Paul II points
to "fundamental reasons" for the prescription, which are the "example[s] recorded in Scripture,"
and "the constant practice of the Church.”4 He adds "theological reasons," which are that Christ
was not following "sociological or cultural motives peculiar to his time" but acting in a
"sovereign" freedom.5 The Church, therefore, professes that it cannot defy this sovereignty, for it
is "her fundamental constitution, her theological anthropology," and it is Christ given.6 Untreated
2

Unless otherwise noted, all biblical passages referenced employ the New International (biblegateway.com).
John Paull II, Ordinatio Sacerdotalis, apostolic letter, Vatican website, May 22, 1994.
https://www.vatican.va/content/john-paul-ii/en/apost_letters/1994/documents/hf_jp-ii_apl_19940522_ordinatiosacerdotalis.html
4
John Paul II, Ordinatio Sacerdotalis, sec. 4
5
John Paul II, Ordinatio Sacerdotalis, sec. 2
6
Ibid.
3
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is whether the example of Christ was meant to be normative, linked to the development of the
priesthood, or permanent for all time. What does it mean for Christ to have been acting in
sovereign freedom yet to have come with his own particularity into a world of contingency?
Responding to the claims of "constant practice," Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza
problematizes the interpretation that the biblical men called to be apostles by Christ functioned
like priests, an interpretation that creates the foundation for male-only apostolic succession. She
argues that the Church's dominant "positivist" read is, in fact, ideological; it is a culturally
contextualized stance that fails to adequately interpret the text against itself and against history.7
The use of the term apostle is "rare" and originally "described the function of a commissioned
messenger.”8 The number twelve is recovered as a symbol of the ancient constitution of the
tribes of Israel and their place in the Kingdom of God; thus, the apostles are "eschatologicalsymbolical rather than historical-masculine," standing for a new vision of salvation that envelops
God’s chosen people and the rest of the world.9 Mark's emphasis regarding the apostles is not on
their identity but rather on actions, through the power “given them to cast out demons."10 They
are called to do like Christ in taking up his suffering rather than to be like Christ, an emphasis
that would make gender irrelevant. Here, Schussler-Fiorenza admits that the Lukan interpretation
on the significance of the apostles' maleness is debatable and less easily retrieved. Still, she
emphasizes that Luke's male apostles are not ordained into apostolic succession.11 Ultimately,
our historical-theological concern should be "whether the discipleship of equals will be realized
by the ekklesia" and not whether Jesus' silence on women in the twelve-circle lets us exclude

7

Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, Discipleship of Equals: A Critical Feminist Ekklesia-logy of Liberation, (New York:
Crossroad, 1993), 106.
8
Schussler Fiorenza, Discipleship of Equals, 107.
9
Schussler Fiorenza, Discipleship of Equals, 109-110.
10
Schussler Fiorenza, Discipleship of Equals, 111.
11
Schussler Fiorenza, Discipleship of Equals, 112.
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non-male priests.12 With this feminist critical analysis of the biblical roots of the priesthood, we
see how the priesthood's gender prescription finds itself on shaky ground.
Recognizing how monumental the above changes would be, feminists push further! Many
have argued that the mere admittance of women into the ranks is no progress at all, for "the
patriarchy… helped warp the priesthood into a bastion of hierarchical privilege and power.”13
They ask if hierarchy is at all useful for a Church called to radical equality, a question that I find
worthy of response. The hierarchy, I hope, can be more than benign. It can be beneficent by
preserving unity of structure, belief, and practices across parishes. I defend the slow pace of
change in our Church because I recognize that it comes from a desire to think carefully and only
speak the truth in accordance with tradition. While I affirm the constant need for revision and
even see the necessity of monumental change, I want the Church to be able to support it
thoroughly when it does take it up, and I want the Church to avoid further schism among
members of its body. Additionally, I worry that a church without a hierarchy would swing into
alignment with one stance and then its opposite depending on the dominant mood of the moment.
For matters of eternal truth, it seems important that one is not frequently contradicting herself.
The priesthood, I think, can be restored through a deeper embedding of priests within the laity, a
process already begun by women who have taken up new forms of ministry oriented toward the
sacraments, such as pastoral associate, liturgy director, and religious education director.14
Through the efforts of women aided by the ecclesiological changes of Vatican II, the laity and
the clergy are collaborating all the more closely in the administration of and care for parishes.
Susan Ross recounts that the current priesthood has a more service-oriented understanding of
12

Schussler Fiorenza, Discipleship of Equals, 116.
Mary J. Henold, Catholic and Feminist: The Surprising History of the American Catholic Feminist Movement
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008), 125.
14
Susan A. Ross, Extravagant Affections: A Feminist Sacramental Theology (City: Continuum International
Publishing Group Ltd., 2001), 207.
13
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church and is distinct from the clerically centered, older model that might have limited priestly
concern to a rigid following of Mass rubrics or an exacting of precise penances.15 Yet even more
important to Ross is that women have been expanding our notions of sacramentality to include
rites of passage like quinceañeras, parental preparation for infant baptism, and wake ceremonies.
Ross exults that women are even forming an intensified parish commitment to a single Sabbath
celebration because this too is a fortification of the parish's spiritual life and a deepening of
community.16 In support of my argument for a reformed hierarchy, I conclude with an extension
of Ross’ critical question: "How is [our] practice of worship in relation to community and church
already redefining what we mean by the sacraments"17 and the lived doctrine of our faith?
Concerning Prayer and Sacraments: Naming God
Here, I move from ecclesiological questions to sacramental concerns of prayer and God
language. Famously, Mary Daly argues that the priesthood is one of many limited and limiting
structures in Catholicism that positions God as male, and, consequently, makes maleness God.
For a truly feminist analysis of Catholicism, the ecclesiological changes I have proposed cannot
be considered apart from the gendering of prayer. Daly and Elizabeth Johnson both argue that the
maleness of prayer, from names for God to actual descriptions of who God is to references to
humanity as man, have created a deleterious exclusiveness. For men, this exclusion adds to the
history of barriers between them and true respect for women; they perpetuate the Augustinian
mistake in thinking that women possess the imago dei only secondarily.18 Carol P. Christ
demonstrates that the maleness of God has come to imply the ungodliness of women. The
existence of this asymmetrical valuation is apparent in the swift rejection Catholics give anything
15

Ross, Extravagant Affections, 209.
Ross, Extravagant Affections, 214.
17
Ross, Extravagant Affections, 209.
18
Rosemary Ratherford Ruether, Sexism and God-talk: Toward a Feminist Theology (Boston: Beacon Press, 1983),
95.
16
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associated with the name Goddess. Christ argues that the image of Goddess is rejected precisely
because it symbolizes "female power as beneficent and independent," "affirms the female body
and its cycles," and "affirms female will."19 She points to how even progressive feminist women
feel uneasy with her as a God pronoun to reveal how deep seated our anti-woman intuitions are
about God-language. The weight of this is made somberly clear when Daly asserts that a woman
who assents to belonging to this church is “assenting to her own lobotomy.”20 For any Catholic
woman, this pattern of dehumanization “make[s] her aware of herself as a stranger, an outsider,
as an alienated person” from the image of male Christ and the totality of male-God.21 Ultimately,
a dualistic and hierarchal view of humanity denounces St. Paul's call to live such that "there is
neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female… [We] are all one in
Christ Jesus" (Gal 3:28).
But what idols must be smashed before Goddess language can be seen as common sense?
First, some contend that Goddess language is not biblically grounded, but they forget about
Wisdom-Sophia of the Old Testament, a distinctly female (in language and in being) person
named as being with God since the beginning (Prv 8). Yet, this clear example of WomanGoddess has been buried under faltering interpretations of this figure that simply deify the
character trait of wisdom before allowing divinity to be tainted with the feminine. But feminist
theologians still have more to say anticipating the retort that such an aberration surely cannot be
prescriptively read. Feminists suggest that the reception of the inspired word and centuries of
"preservation" might be marred by either sin or accidents. Of course evil and accidents as
possibilities in the world do not keep us from truth, but they do often slow our access to it. More
19

Carol P. Christ, “Why Women, Men, and Other Living Things Still Need the Goddess: Remembering and
Reflecting 35 Years Later,” Feminist Theology 20, no. 3 (2012): 248, https://doi.org/10.1177/0966735012436897.
20
Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father: Toward a Philosophy of Women’s Liberation (Boston: Beacon Press, 1974),
20.
21
Daly, Beyond God the Father, 20.
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importantly the first requires repentance and the second recovery, and these two actions are
exactly what feminists call us to in more than our biblical interpretation. Careful attention to
details and humble attention to the experiences and insight of women is what is needed to
recover dominant biblical interpretation. We have managed enough major shifts, and preserved
our unity of faith, that this recovery of language should almost be a non-issue. These claims are
bolstered by arguing that limiting names for God to masculine ones places an idol between
Goddess and us, which prevents us from seeing Her in Her infinitude.
So, what is a recovering revision? Here is where the beauty of abundant creativity is seen.
Freeingly, Johnson posits God-images of Spirit-Sophia, Sophia-Jesus, and Mother-Sophia, all
taken from the female Wisdom naming of God in the bible. She rescues the bible from its
patriarchal translators, interpreters, and selectively seeing promulgators. The Spirit is in mutual
philia with us and strengthens us en lucha but is “essentially free, blowing like the wind where
she wills."22 With Spirit-Sophia, we are called into mystical relation to she who is transcendently
immanent. Jesus Christ is called Jesus-Sophia Son of Wisdom, and he comes to us in friendship
as both vere deus and vere homo, such that we are bonded to his “humanity in solidarity” rather
than his maleness in isolation.23 The father gives way to Mother-Sophia, who is “free existence
in lasting relationships” and allows us to grow in our response to Goddess through social
justice.24 These names are simply the beginning. Already we have a diversity of Catholicisms in
communion praying differing liturgies in word, in deed, and in aesthetic preference. Popular
piety has given us numerous devotions and numerous saints. We betray tradition to see ourselves
as monolithically unified and unchangeable. To this, Ada María Isasi-Díaz expands our inherited

22

Elizabeth A. Johnson, Friends of God and the Prophets: A Feminist Theological Reading of the Communion of
Saints (New York: Continuum Press: 1999), 145-147.
23
Johnson, Friends of God and Prophets, 165.
24
Johnson, Friends of God and Prophets, 164.
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understandings of God to match the experiences of communities, calling for an unmasking of
“so-called objective understandings."25 She pushes us to pray more openly, in community, and in
a way that creatively responds to our Goddess-given desires.
I recognize that Trinity, Eucharist, priesthood, and marriage are all bound up together and
that the provisional re-theologizing of them suggested here is monumental. Still, I maintain that
constant revision is always necessary for a people of limited understanding and of such great
concupiscence as ours, and that these revisions recover rather than deconstruct our essence. The
revelation of our faith is salvation history, by which I mean that the greatest story of our lives is a
history of our own recovery by the Goddess who loves us. Her purpose in creating us, as asserted
in Dei Verbum, is to reveal to us that she is "the one living and true God" and has a plan to
"make known the way of heavenly salvation."26 What we must takeaway is that we are always
called to know and to repent, and often we are called to repent of what we thought we knew. By
using the sources of scripture and tradition along with the methods of historical criticism and our
natural reason, we have found viable solutions to a number of historical challenges to the faith,
and feminist challenges are currently some of the most pressing. As feminist Catholics, we
cannot forget that we are embodied beings with a faith that demands that we take ourselves and
our material conditions seriously.
Practical Questions, Living Tradition
To convince you that this project is one of hope, I end with suggestions for ways we
might be the feminists we want to see in the Church. We can start a feminist version of the

25

Ada María Isasi-Díaz, “Identificate con Nosotros: A Mujerista Christological Understanding,” in Jesus in the
Hispanic Community: Images of Christ from Theology to Popular Religion, ed. Harold J. Recinos and Hugo
Magallanes (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2010), 255.
26
Paul IV, Dei Verbum, dogmatic constitution, Vatican website, November 18, 1965,
https://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vat-ii_const_19651118_deiverbum_en.html.
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Fellowship of Catholic University Students to engage young people as themselves, offering
answers to their own most pressing questions, organizing popular national conferences, and
visioning discipleship as authentic collaboration and friendship. As there are summer camps for
young women about chastity and pro-life issues, we can build into them a pro-life commitment
that includes being anti-racist and repositions chastity as one of many interconnected virtues
meant to be lived by all. We can encourage those with the energy and means to march for life to
work for life by volunteering, advocating for social justice, and giving help to women with crisis
pregnancies. We can build bible study guides that the laity can take up on their own in their
homes and parishes. And we can recognize that these efforts are already happening.
The functional challenge put generally is: Can we make it happen? Specifically, can the
clergy and other men (and women) learn to accept women as valid leaders? Can we empower the
laity to pray beyond the sacraments and for themselves? Can we train priests to be more
sensitive, aware of and opposed to clericalism, engaged in and encouraging of feminism in
general? I think we can, and, importantly, we have historical precedents of monumental shifts in
good and bad directions to give us hope for any kind of shift. We have flipped on whether priests
can be married, and we are in communion with Churches who have the opposite stance. We
changed Church offices from systems of patrimony and parsimony to processes of need and
discernment. We let the sacrament of penance develop from a once in a lifetime, multi-year,
public affair, to a private and frequent consultation. We also needlessly removed women from
the deaconate, and ended the practice of abbesses hearing the confessions of nuns in their
convents.27 We support democracy over kingship and freedom of conscience over state mandated
religion. We let the Mass be morphed by cultural considerations in its rubric, language, and
customs. If we think any of these shifts were not so monumental as the ones proposed in this
27

New Advent LLC, " Council of Chalcedon (A.D. 451)" 2021, https://www.newadvent.org/fathers/3811.htm.
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paper, it is because we are too distant from the original to tell. Our history is nothing but repeated
attempts by a broken but spiritually full people to find and live the truth. That is what it means to
be the people of Goddess.
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Abstract
Since the advent of Christianity and Islam, many Africans have become, at least nominally,
monotheists. However, the story is more complicated. This paper is aimed at understanding
the relationship between Christianity, traditional religious practices, and culture in Africa
and positing an ethical response. After reviewing religious plurality from the perspective of
cultural anthropology, I will argue that the solution is inculturation, as presented in both
Catholic Social Teaching and the works of African scholars of culture and religion.
Inculturation represents a promising path forward for the conversation on religious
syncretism in Africa.
Introduction
Since the advent of Christianity and Islam, many Africans have become, at least
nominally, monotheists. In 2010, Pew Research Center reported that more than six-in-ten
Africans are Christians (63%), three-in-ten are Muslims (30%), 3% practice traditional
religions, 3% do not profess any religious belief, and another 3% practice Judaism,
Buddhism, Hinduism and other faiths.1 However, the story is more complicated. Research has
also shown that many Africans who call themselves Christian and Muslim do not completely
abandon their indigenous religious practices.2 People go to churches on Sundays and to
mosques on Fridays and occupy important positions in these religious communities while
continuing to value the rituals of African Religionists (native doctors), as they seek faithful
solutions to their everyday problems.3 My own experiences in pastoral ministry resonate with
these observations, as I have witnessed the confessions of many people who worship in
church as well as utilize native practices.
1

“Global Religious Futures Project,” Pew Research Center, accessed March 1, 2022,
www.globalreligiousfutures.org.
2
Daniel Kasomo, “An Assessment of Religious Syncretism: A Case Study in Africa” in International Journal of
Applied Sociology, 2(3): 10.
3
Kwame Bediako, Christianity in Africa: The Renewal of a Non-Western Religion (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1995).
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African scholars and theologians have posited that the early missionary approach to
assimilate African communities into Christianity via an eradication of indigenous culture and
practices has been harmful. By claiming superiority of Christian theology over the theology
of African religion, the missionaries shut the door on dialogue between both religions.4 This
paper is aimed at understanding the relationship between Christianity, traditional religious
practices, and culture in Africa and positing an ethical response to the phenomena. After
viewing religious plurality from the perspective of cultural anthropology, I will argue that the
solution is inculturation, as presented in both Catholic Social Teaching and the works of
African scholars of culture and religion. Inculturation represents a promising path forward for
the conversation on religious syncretism in Africa.
Understanding the Cultural Anthropology of Religious Syncretism
Initially, European missionaries failed to understand traditional African religions in
ways that would harm the communities that they hoped to serve. In his book Religion and
Faith in Africa, A. E. Orobator argues that the early Christian missionary style that favored
cultural erasure contributed to the syncretistic practices in African Christianity today. The
relationship between Christianity and the local communities would have looked different if
the Christian missionaries had prioritized understanding the African religious consciousness.
This lack of understanding gave rise to harmful stereotypes: “Joseph Conrad called Africa the
‘Heart of Darkness’; William Whitaker Shreeve baptized it ‘The Whiteman’s Grave’; Henry
Morton Stanley nicknamed it ‘The Dark Continent’; and The Economist magazine branded it
‘the Hopeless Continent.’”5 Orobator aims to take a firm stand in refuting incorrect notions
about African religion, such as the false impression that these religions deny the existence of
a supreme God. He narrates a childhood experience watching his father wake up every

4

Ibid.
Agbonkhianmeghe E. Orobator, Religion and Faith in Africa: Confessions of an Animist (New York: Orbis
Books, 2018), 6.
5
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morning to pray to the deity Osanobua. In these ways, African religious traditions were
misunderstood and stereotyped by white missionaries. This had important and lasting
consequences: “First, it meant that Africans did not in fact have a religion. At best, whatever
ritual actions Africans performed were pale approximations of religion; at worst, they were
animist and fetishist. Second, as a result of the first point, early European missionaries
justified their aggressive attempts to eradicate superstition, magic, paganism, and fetishism in
Africa and to foist a new religion on Africans.”6 But this missionary perspective failed to see
the ways in which “African religious traditions represent an all-encompassing framework of
meaning and practice that regulates political governance, economic transactions, and social
interactions.”7 Similar to Orobator, Thomas Riggs also discusses the centrality of indigenous
African religious traditions in the life of locals. For him, the traditional religion of the
Africans is ingrained in culture, and as culture is a way of life of a people, it becomes very
difficult to remove sacred cultural practices completely.8 From a cultural anthropological
perspective, traditional African religious practices are crucial to the everyday lives of African
communities.
Ogbu Kalu looks to early forms of religious syncretism as examples of the possibility for
inculturation. He notes that Ethiopianism was an initial response to missionary denigration of
indigenous cultures:
“The movement, dubbed Ethiopianism, could be regarded as the first response by
the Africans. It challenged white representation of the African values, cultures, and
the practice of the Christian faith. It challenged white monopoly of the cultic and
decision-making powers within the church, and the monopoly of the interpretation
of the canon and the cultural symbols of worship. Ethiopianism countered the
denigration of indigenous cultures with a nationalist antistructure and a quest for the
Africanization of the gospel.”9

6

Ibid., 14.
Ibid., 15.
8
Thomas Riggs, Worldmark Encyclopedia of Religious Practices: Religions and Denominations, vol. 1, 2006:
1.
9
Ogbu Kalu, African Pentecostalism: An Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 24.
7
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Another such response to the early and exclusionary missionary message was that of the
African Initiated Churches (AICs) like the Zionists in South Africa, Abaroho in East Africa,
and Aladura in West Africa, who utilized prayers, ritual healing, indigenous symbolism, and
liturgy.10 Kalu recognizes the fusion of both the traditional religious values and Christianity
in Ethiopianism and in the AICs as hopeful answers to religious syncretistic problems. Kalu
argues that Pentecostalism only amplified the cultural ideals and values that were already in
existence. For him, the culture and the worldview of the indigenous people gave
Pentecostalism its African identity. Therefore, any attempt to remove the Africanity of
Pentecostalism will spell doom for African Pentecostalism. Given that many Africans today
still hold on to beliefs derived from the traditional cosmologies and apply them to their
everyday lives, it is wise to discover their roots and see their cultural practices as inseparable
from their religious worldviews.11 Although he lauds the blend of Pentecostalism with the
indigenous cultures through the AICs, he also laments that Pentecostals favor the destruction
of the past as a way of progression. Citing Adrian Hastings’ African Catholicism: A Voyage
in Discovery, he warns that “Pentecostal attacks against indigenous culture constitute a
regression from the achievements by the African Instituted Churches on the gospel-culture
interface.”12 While there are examples of religious syncretism to celebrate, there is also
reason to practice caution in the wake of modern attempts to inculturate African religions,
given the history of the continent.
Birgit Meyer reiterates Kalu’s worry that fossilizing the African religion prevents a
healthy synergy between Christianity and African religion.14 Meyer argues that Christianity
tends to locate African traditional religions as things of the past, while the practices are very

10

Ibid.
Ibid., 171-172
12
Ibid., 171. Cf. Adrian Hastings, African Catholicism: Essays in Discovery (London: SPCK, 1989).
14
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alive and even on the increase.15 The continued practice of traditional African religion is also
impacted by economics in the post-colonial era. Jacinta C. Nwaka writes ethnographic
research on the youth of Southern Nigeria. In her article, she emphasizes how colonial rule
changed the communal system of African life, introducing a capitalist economy that
impoverished a majority of the people, as “[w]ith its tight grip on the economy through
monetary policy, colonialism undermined the communality which underpins African
Traditional society and established a capitalist system that provided firm control of the
economy for a privileged few at the expense of the larger population.”16 She blames
neoliberal colonial mentality for the poverty of the people, which she claims lingered from
the colonial era to the contemporary times of the twenty-first century. Naomi Haynes defines
neoliberalism as “changes in the relationship between the state and the market, a reduction in
government’s role in the economy, the rolling back of the welfare state, privatization of
industry and with it, a new emphasis on personal responsibility.”17 She argues that this is one
of the factors that brought about the impoverishment of the people of the Zambian
Copperbelt. In response to the unhealthy situation in the society, many people resorted to
what Jean and John Comaroff referred to as occult economies.18 These economic realities
present reasons to exercise caution with religious syncretism, as the dominance of colonial
economic systems has had deleterious cultural and financial impacts.
The examples and cultural theories presented in this section are nicely summarized by
this statement from Orobator: “You can take an African out of African religion, but you

15
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Jacinta C. Nwaka, “The Return of the Gods? Trends and Implications of the Rising Popularity of Fetish
Rituals and Occult Practices Among Nigerian Youth,” African Development, vol. 45, no.3, 2020, 58.
17
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University of California Press, 2017), 3.
18
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cannot take African religion out of an African.”19 For many African Christians, one leg is in
the church and the other is in African traditional religion. Instead of resisting or erasing these
complex religious values, inculturation is the answer.
Inculturation: Toward an Enduring Solution
Inculturation has held a place of importance in both the tradition of Catholic Social
Teaching as well as in the opinions of African scholars as the most appropriate approach to
religious and cultural encounters. The concept appears in John Paul II’s strategy for
evangelization in his encyclical letter Slavorum apostoli. In this encyclical, John Paul II
defines inculturation as “the incarnation of the Gospel in native cultures and also the
introduction of these cultures into the life of the Church.”20 Thus, for him, there ought to be a
mutual symbiosis between the Gospel and culture for a full inculturation to take place. The
Gospel does not come into a culture to expunge it, rather to complement it such that the
culture, having been enlightened and transformed by the Gospel, becomes a manifestation of
that same Gospel. In his address to the bishops of Kenya, he also remarks that “inculturation
will truly be a reflection of the incarnation of the word when a culture, transformed and
regenerated by the Gospel, brings forth from its own living tradition original expressions of
Christian life, celebration and thought.”21 The gifts of inculturation have a prominent place in
the Catholic tradition.
In the same way, Laurenti Magesa argues that in the encounter between faith and
culture, the faith becomes part and parcel of the culture, fuses with the culture, and
transforms it into a new religious, cultural reality.22 From the perspectives of both John Paul
II and African scholars of inculturation, the outcome should be a mutual blend whereby none
claims superiority over the other. Odozor uses John Paul II’s Redemptoris Missio to
19
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John Paul II, Slavorum Apostoli, encyclical, Vatican, June 2, 1985, no. 21.
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22
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emphasize mutuality. For him, inculturation is a two-way process: “While it is true that
through inculturation, the Church makes the Gospel incarnate in different cultures, it is also
true that through the inculturation of the Gospel in various local churches, the universal
church herself is enriched with forms of expression and values in the various sectors of
Christian life such as evangelization, worship, theology and charitable work.”23
In another approach to inculturation, Orobator explains four terms or concepts that the
Gospel and culture need to embrace. The first is adaptation, which he describes as “a
selective modification of Christian faith and worship using elements from African religion
that are considered compatible with the Christian message.”24 The second is accommodation,
which means that although Christianity does not entirely accept the contents of other
religious tenets, it “allows for or tolerates certain aspects of African religion.”25 The third
term is indigenization, which is “allowing Africans to assume local responsibility for the
affairs of the community called church and to giving the faith a local flavour and colour.”26
The last one is contextualization, which “recognizes the need to take into account the
situation-in-life of the local people in understanding the meaning and practice of
Christianity.”27
For inculturation to be effective, I would argue that consideration of native language
is of utmost importance. The language of the people is as important as their culture. Pope
John Paul II lauded Cyril and Methodius for their patience in translating the scriptures to the
Slavic language:
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“In order to translate the truths of the Gospel into a new language, they had to make
an effort to gain a good grasp of the interior world of those to whom they intended
to proclaim the word of God in images and concepts that would sound familiar to
them. They realized that an essential condition of the success of their missionary
activity was to transpose correctly biblical notions and Greek theological concepts
into a very different context of thought and historical experience."30
Learning the language of a people is an essential missionary strategy. A grasp of a people’s
language is a grasp of their culture and, by implication, their religion. On this, Orobator
concurs that learning the language of the African people to be evangelized is akin to learning
to read the African text from the perspective of the African religious and cultural standpoint
and not from the European missionary perspective: “the process of inculturation ought to
recognize the uniqueness and greatness of each religious tradition” while being “careful not
to gloss over the shortcomings, aberrations and limitations.”31 Inculturation ought to present a
Christianity that is truly Christian and truly African.
Inculturation aims to bring harmony between Christianity and African traditional
religion. As Pope John Paul II stipulates, the Gospel must be made to be born or be
incarnated in and from the culture of the people, “Christianizing” the African religion and
“Africanizing” the Christian religion. What is now left for the African Church, moving
forward, is to embark on an ongoing process of inculturation as Pope John Paul II has
instructed. This will enable the church to arrive at a Christianity that is authentically Christian
and African at the same time. By this, the African will not feel lost in Christian religion. The
missionaries have done their part, and the work of inculturation is now left for the African
Church.
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